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Abstract 
 
In this paper, I conduct one of the first evaluations of a voluntary management program 
that features an independent verification mechanism to determine whether it is achieving 
its ultimate objectives. Using a sample of thousands of manufacturing facilities across the 
United States, I find evidence that the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System 
Standard has attracted companies with superior environmental performance, and that 
adoption leads to further performance improvement. This contrasts sharply with findings 
from prior evaluations of voluntary management programs that lacked verification 
mechanisms. This suggests that independent verification mechanisms such as 
certification may be necessary for voluntary management programs to mitigate 
information asymmetries surrounding difficult-to-observe management practices. 
Implications are discussed for the industry-associations, government agencies, and the 
non-governmental organizations that design these programs, the companies that are 
investing resources to adopt these programs, and those that are relying on them as a 
credible signal of superior management practices.  The substantial variation in magnitude 
and significance of the results across comparison groups and performance metrics 
highlights the need for researchers to conduct robustness tests when evaluating voluntary 
management programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Company management practices that govern quality, financial, environmental, and labor issues are of 

increasing importance to many customers. In part, this is due to potential negative spillovers. For 

example, a supplier’s inconsistent production process can reduce the quality of the buyer’s final goods, 

which can lead to higher costs and damaged reputations (Krueger & Mas, 2004). In addition, suppliers 

who poorly manage regulatory compliance may be more likely to be shut down by regulatory inspectors, 

which can impose costly business interruption on their customers (Medina-Ross, 2002). Furthermore, the 

media and end-consumers are increasingly holding firms accountable for their suppliers’ labor and 

environmental management practices (e.g., CAFOD, 2004; McNeil, 2004; Strom, 1996). Beyond seeking 

to mitigate risks to their end-product quality, brand image, and corporate reputation, some companies 

seek suppliers with superior environmental practices to promote their environmental image or objectives 

(NEETF, 2001; Walton, Handfield, & Melnyk, 1998). 

Despite their importance, suppliers’ management practices remain quite difficult for buyers to 

observe, which presents an information asymmetry problem. Conventional solutions have included 

branding strategies and vertical integration (Alchian & Demsetz, 1972; Williamson, 1985). In addition, 

mandatory disclosure regulations have emerged in a few domains where difficulty-to-observe 

management practices can directly affect public health, such as in hospital care and restaurant hygiene 

(Jin & Leslie, 2003; Mukamel & Mushlin, 1998). More recently, hundreds of thousands of organizations 

have turned to burgeoning number of voluntary management programs in an attempt to reduce 

information asymmetries in business-to-business transactions. While these programs call for participants 

to adopt particular management practices, procedures, and frameworks, they do not impose any 

performance requirements. Furthermore, these programs vary dramatically in their verification 

requirements: most allow any organization to simply self-declare its participation, while a few require 

periodic audits by an independent third-party to verify that participants have fully implemented the 

program’s procedural requirements. 
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The absence of performance standards and, in most cases, verification requirements has led critics to 

dismiss voluntary management programs as marketing gimmicks or “greenwash”. Indeed, prior 

evaluations of voluntary management programs have found little evidence that better-than-average 

performers are more likely to adopt them, or that participating in these programs is associated with 

performance improvement. However, because the programs that have been evaluated lack robust 

verification mechanisms, it remains unclear whether participants failed to implement their procedural 

requirements, or whether the programs’ focus on processes to the exclusion of outcomes is simply 

inadequate to elicit performance improvement. 

I address this issue by evaluating the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System Standard, a 

voluntary management program that includes a robust verification mechanism to ensure that adopters 

fully conform to its requirements. I find that ISO 14001 attracted manufacturers with greater facility-wide 

toxic air emissions, and that these emissions were imposing greater health hazard on their communities 

than non-adopters. At the same time, however, these adopting facilities were less pollution-intense. In 

other words, they had lower emissions (both in terms of pounds and health hazard) than non-adopters 

once differences in facility size and production were accounted for. To investigate whether adoption is 

associated with subsequent performance improvement, I create several matched samples and employ a 

difference-in-differences analysis. I find that adopters subsequently reduced both their facility-wide 

emissions and their pollution intensity.  

Overall, these findings suggest that a voluntary management program that requires periodic third-

party conformance audits can indeed be a useful mechanism to differentiate organizations as having 

superior management practices, both through a selection effect and a treatment effect. This finding is in 

sharp contrast with prior evaluations of voluntary management programs that had weak or no verification 

mechanisms. This disparity suggests that verification requirements may be a vital feature to ensure that 

voluntary management programs legitimately distinguish participants. 

VOLUNTARY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS  

Voluntary management programs share a common focus on production processes rather than end-
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results. These programs have been initiated by a wide variety of organizations. Industry-association 

programs include Responsible Care (chemicals), Sustainable Forestry Initiative (forest products), and 

Sustainable Slopes (skiing). Non-governmental organization (NGOs) programs include Social 

Accountability International’s SA 8000 and the Forest Stewardship Council’s Forest Management 

Certification. International and national standards bodies have issued process management standards such 

as the International Organization for Standardization’s ISO 9000 Quality Management System Standard 

and ISO 14001 Environmental Management System Standard, and the British Standards Institution’s 

OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems Specification. National and 

supranational governmental bodies have also sponsored voluntary management programs, such as the US 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) Voluntary Protection Program, the European 

Union’s Eco-Management and Audit Scheme, and the United Nations Global Compact. Each of these 

programs seeks to differentiate adopters as possessing superior management practices related to quality, 

the environment, workers, or human rights.  

Prior Evaluations of Voluntary Management Programs  

Despite their intentions, there remains great uncertainty about whether voluntary management 

programs actually distinguish adopters as having superior management practices (Melnyk, Sroufe, 

Calantone, & Montabon, 2002; O'Rourke, 2003). For these programs to legitimately distinguish 

participants, they must either disproportionately attract participants with superior ex ante performance (a 

positive selection effect), or participants must subsequently improve their performance faster than non-

participants (a treatment effect), or both. The few robust evaluations of voluntary management programs 

have found little evidence of a positive selection effect. Instead, there is far more evidence that companies 

with inferior performance are more likely to participate (King & Lenox, 2000; Lenox & Nash, 2003; 

Naimon, Shastri, & Sten, 1997; Rivera & de Leon, 2004). The few studies that evaluated voluntary 

management program over time found no evidence that participants subsequently performed better than 

non-participants (King & Lenox, 2000; Naimon et al., 1997; Rivera, de Leon, & Koerber, 2005). All of 

these studies, however, focused on voluntary management programs that merely rely only on an “honor 
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system” to ensure that participants actually implement their requirements—a feature to which many have 

attributed the studies’ adverse findings (e.g., Gunningham, 1995; King & Lenox, 2000; Lenox & Nash, 

2003; Rivera & de Leon, 2004).  

A few studies have begun examining voluntary management programs with more robust verification 

and enforcement mechanisms. For example, Lenox & Nash (2003) found some evidence that a credible 

threat of expulsion from the forestry trade association enabled its voluntary environmental management 

program to attract a disproportionate number of participants with ex ante superior environmental 

performance. However, this enforcement mechanism in not robust, since they found no evidence that such 

a threat by the chemical industry association enabled its program to disproportionately attract superior 

performers. Evaluations of the ISO 9000 Quality Management System Standard, one of the few voluntary 

management programs where certification requires periodic verification by an independent auditor, have 

primarily measured performance using financial indicators (e.g., Corbett, Montes-Sancho, & Kirsch, 

2005; Easton & Jarrell, 1998; Heras, Dick, & Casadesús, 2002; Terziovski, Samson, & Dow, 1997), 

which are several steps removed from the quality-assurance objectives of the standard. The two studies 

that investigated the effect of ISO 9000 on waste reduction, a performance indicator more directly related 

the standard’s process quality-assurance objectives, yielded mixed results (King & Lenox, 2001; Terlaak 

& King, Forthcoming).  

Thus it remains an open question whether a voluntary management program with a robust 

verification mechanism can legitimately distinguish adopters via a selection effect and/or a treatment 

effect. I address this question by examining certification to the ISO 14001 Environmental Management 

System Standard, which like ISO 9000 requires periodic verification of conformance by an independent 

auditor. I focus on ISO 14001 because this standard offers a unique combination: its adoption by tens of 

thousands of plants around the world indicates that many are placing their faith in its signaling or 

improvement potential, and data are available to assess its ultimate objective of distinguishing adopters 

based on superior environmental performance.  
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The ISO 14001 Environmental Management System Standard 

The International Organization for Standardization’s ISO 14001 Environmental Management System 

Standard is an international management standard that provides a comprehensive framework for 

conducting environmental management activities. Established in 1996, ISO 14001 requires organizations 

to: develop an environmental policy with a commitment to continuous improvement; identify all of its 

environmental aspects and then prioritize them based on the significance of their environmental impacts; 

establish environmental objectives and targets; develop work procedures to control environmental 

aspects; train employees on these procedures; demonstrate a commitment to comply with environmental 

laws and regulations; conduct self-assessment audits; and periodically review the management system. 

ISO 14001’s requirements are largely based on the best management practices of the multinational 

corporations such as IBM that helped draft the standard. ISO 14001 was designed to be sufficiently 

flexible so that any type of organization could adopt the standard. By the end of 2003, over 66,000 

organizations across 113 countries had adopted ISO 14001, including more than 3,500 in the US (ISO, 

2004).  

The standard was created under the premise that organizations that create or strengthen their 

environmental management system in accordance with ISO 14001 will benefit by reducing their operating 

costs and environmental impact, enhancing their corporate image, and experiencing fewer and less severe 

accidents and regulatory violations. Like other voluntary management programs, ISO 14001 contains no 

performance requirements.1 Independent third-party auditors, who must meet ISO auditing requirements, 

are meant to bring “rigor and discipline” to ISO 14001 adoption (NAPA, 2001: 12). ISO authorizes one 

organization in each country to ensure the credibility of the auditing process by accrediting certifiers and 

providing training to ensure that audits are performed consistently and competently. Auditing seeks to 

verify that an organization’s objectives, targets, and procedures are consistent with its commitments to 

                                                      
1 The nearest the standard comes to discussing environmental performance is its requirement that an organization’s 

environmental policy must include a commitment to continual improvement. However, this refers to improving the 

environmental management system, not environmental performance.  
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continual improvement and pollution prevention. Once an auditor is satisfied that an organization has 

fully met the standard’s requirements, the auditor certifies the organization to ISO 14001. After its initial 

certification, an adopter must demonstrate that its environmental management system continues to meet 

ISO 14001’s requirements in annual surveillance assessments and full re-assessments every three years 

(IAF, 2003).  

Prior Evaluations of ISO 140012  

ISO 14001 has gained a favorable reputation among some due to a plethora of anecdotal evidence 

that describes how adopting the standard has led companies to reduce their energy use, generate less 

waste, experience fewer accidents and spills, and improve regulatory compliance (e.g., Burglund, 1999; 

Chin & Pun, 1999; Fielding, 1999; Smith & Feldman, 2003; Toffel, 2000). On the other hand, 

environmental regulators and activists have focused on the standard’s lack of performance requirements 

as a significant impediment to claims that certification necessarily implies a significant and praiseworthy 

achievement (Courville, 2003: 288; Yiridoe, Clark, Marett, Gordon, & Duinker, 2003: 450). In particular, 

ISO 14001’s emphasis on documentation has been the subject of much criticism, and it is possible that 

many facilities implementing such procedural initiatives are distracted from other tasks that might elicit 

better results.  

Despite widespread anecdotal evidence, little systematic research has rigorously evaluated the 

performance implications associated with ISO 14001 certification (Delmas, 2004; Melnyk et al., 2002; 

Redinger & Levine, 1998; Rondinelli & Vastag, 2000). Some studies  that have examined the effects of 

ISO 14001 have focused only on adopters (e.g., Szymanski & Tiwari, 2004), while others have compared 

adopters to non-adopters only before or after adoption (e.g., Hillary & Thorsen, 1999; Matthews, 2001). 

A recent study that compared the environmental performance of adopters to non-adopters over time 

concluded that ISO 14001 adopters reduced facility-wide pollution more than non-adopters (Potoski & 

Prakash, Forthcoming). However that study did not attribute the performance difference to a selection or 

treatment effect, and empirical evidence that calls into question the study’s identifying assumption may 
                                                      
2  For a comprehensive literature review of prior evaluations of ISO 14001, see Toffel (2005). 
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have resulted in the effect being overestimated.3 Thus, while that study provides an important first step in 

examining whether ISO 14001 is associated with performance improvement, several methodological 

concerns suggest caution in interpreting its results.  

My analysis improves upon the prior evaluations of ISO 14001 in several ways. I compare adopters 

to non-adopters over time in a manner that clearly distinguishes a selection effect from a treatment effect I 

develop quasi-control groups through propensity score matching, which avoids controversial assumptions 

often required to support the choice of a valid instrumental variable. In addition, I not only assess facility-

wide emissions and their associated health hazard, I also investigate the relationship between ISO 14001 

and pollution intensity by controlling for facility size and production changes.  

THEORY 

There are several reasons why ISO 14001 may legitimately distinguish participants as possessing 

superior management practices, both by disproportionately attracting superior facilities (a selection effect) 

and by leading facilities to enhance their performance (a treatment effect). This distinction between 

selection and treatment effects is important to buyers and regulators contemplating when they should 

consider participants as superior to non-participants. If participants’ superior performance derives only 

from a treatment effect, buyers and regulators would need to allow a time lag to pass after adoption to 

enable participants to develop superior performance. If ISO 14001 distinguishes participants via a 

selection effect, no such delay would be needed because adopters would already be exhibiting superior ex 

                                                      
3 In particular, the sampling strategy and the instrumental variable choice suggest caution in interpreting the results. In 

constructing their sample, the authors compared average emissions during 1996-1997 to 2000-2001, but coded facilities as 

“adopters” if they adopted anytime by 2001. Given that (1) there has been an overall decline in many facilities’ toxic emissions 

since the early 1990s, and (2) every year since 1996 has seen a growing number of facilities adopt ISO 14001, the adopters in 

their sample were likely skewed toward the end of the sample period, when emissions of all facilities were lower. As such, the 

research design precludes identifying whether the performance differences between adopters and non-adopters during this period 

were the result of a selection effect, a treatment effect, or both. In addition, the study uses environmental regulatory compliance 

as an instrument for adoption, which is valid only under the identifying assumption that a facility’s compliance record does not 

directly affect emissions. Since others have shown that being cited with a compliance violation directly leads to behavioral 

changes that reduce pollution and improve worker safety (Earnhart, 2004; Gray & Scholz, 1993; Kniesner & Leeth, 2004), this 

assumption is questionable.  If the identifying assumption is invalid, estimations based on this instrument would result in an 

upward bias of (and thus overstating) the effect of adoption on performance. 
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ante performance. 

Why Adopters May Already be Superior Performers: Signaling 

The comprehensiveness of a firm’s environmental management practices and its environmental 

performance are largely unobservable to outsiders. Nonetheless, a growing number of companies 

including Ford Motor Company, Toyota, Johnson Controls, and Bristol-Myers Squibb are including 

environmental management as a key criterion in selecting suppliers, and are using the ISO 14001 standard 

as an indicator of superior environmental management practices. More generally, empirical research 

suggests that ISO 14001 certification is substituting for firms’ own monitoring of their suppliers’ 

practices, especially when suppliers’ production processes are particularly costly for buyers to observe 

(Christmann & Taylor, 2001; King, Lenox, & Terlaak, Forthcoming).  

ISO 14001 certification can be a legitimate indicator of a supplier’s possessing superior management 

practices if the standard disproportionately attracts facilities that already exhibit superior environmental 

performance. Spence’s (1973) classic signaling model describes how information asymmetry problems 

between uninformed buyers and informed suppliers can be resolved. In his model, employers would like 

to hire highly productive employees but can only observe jobs applicants’ educational attainment. The 

model’s key insight is that for educational attainment to be a credible signal for ability, the cost of 

signaling (pursuing education) must be cheaper for more productive individuals.   

For ISO 14001 adoption to provide a credible signal of costly-to-observe environmental management 

practices, the difference in the cost of sending the signal (adopting the standard) must be sufficiently large 

to make it worthwhile (profitable) to facilities with superior environmental management systems but not 

to others. Is this plausible? The most relevant costs to consider are the internal “soft” costs such as 

preparing documentation and conducting training, since these represent the largest proportion of total 

costs required to implement ISO 14001; fees associated with hiring a third-party certifier and actual 

registration are relatively small, typically ranging from $5,000 to $20,000 per facility (Dahlström, Howes, 

Leinster, & Skea, 2003; Kolk, 2000; Prakash, 2000), which in some cases are offset by government 

subsidies. The very fact that the ISO 14001 standard was based on best management practices implies that 
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organizations with comprehensive environmental management systems should incur lower adjustment 

costs to become certified.  Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that environmental management system 

adoption costs are lower among organizations with more management system experience (e.g., those that 

had already implemented Total Quality Management and Just-in-Time inventory systems) and that had 

already implemented pollution prevention practices (Darnall & Edwards, Forthcoming). 

 In contrast, if poor environmental performance is due to the absence of a systematic environmental 

management system, then such firms seeking to adopt ISO 14001 would have to invest significantly more 

to build an ISO 14001-compliant environmental management system from scratch. This supports the 

plausibility of the fundamental assumption underlying a signaling story: that adoption is cheaper and may 

only be worthwhile for those with superior environmental management practices. Given that these 

management practices are positively correlated with environmental performance (King et al., 

Forthcoming), companies with better environmental performance should be more likely to adopt ISO 

14001. 

Hypothesis 1.  Facilities with better environmental performance are more likely to adopt 

the ISO 14001 standard. 

The Potential of ISO 14001 to Improve Environmental Performance   

The process of developing an environmental management system sophisticated enough to meet the 

ISO 14001 standard can require and facilitate organizational learning. As describes below, this process 

often entails developing new routines and skills and creates new knowledge networks that can introduce 

innovative improvement opportunities.  

ISO 14001 requires organizations to develop a comprehensive inventory of all the ways in which 

their activities may impact the environment (its “environmental aspects”), to rank their significance in 

terms of potential environmental impact, and to develop procedures to control aspects with highly 

significant environmental impacts. These requirements are often the first time organizations pursue such a 

comprehensive approach and explicitly prioritize environmental management efforts based on the 

significance of environmental impacts. As such, this process may enable organizations to better target 
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their management efforts to improve their environmental performance. The standard also requires 

periodic management review of the environmental management system, which encourages companies to 

reconsider their priorities when their activities or processes change. 

Several aspects of implementing an ISO 14001-compliant environmental management system and 

operating according to the standard may spur new sources of innovation. First, the standard requires 

organizations to train all employees whose work may create significant impacts on the environment. Such 

training is typically provided to more than half the facility’s employees, with some companies training 

over 95% of their employees (Corbett & Luca, 2002). This training often enables employees to better 

identify pollution prevention opportunities and empowers them to offer recommendations (Darnall, 

Gallagher, Andrews, & Amaral, 2000; Rondinelli & Vastag, 2000; Toffel, 2000). Second, cross-

functional teams are commonly used to implement ISO 14001. Such teams can foster systems thinking 

and shared objectives to more efficiently transfer information and tacit know-how within organizations 

(Kogut & Zander, 1992), including new ideas to prevent waste and pollution across various production 

process stages (King, 1995, 1999; Russo & Fouts, 1997). Adopters often also begin looking to other 

organizations, such as competitors, buyers, suppliers, and external consultants, for ideas to reduce their 

environmental impacts (Toffel, Hill, & McElhaney, 2003). In addition, ISO 14001 certification can put 

the organization on the “radar screen” of NGOs looking for companies with whom to collaborate, 

facilitating preferential access to the expertise of these NGOs (Rondinelli & London, 2003).  

Finally, ISO 14001 can help organizations maintain a higher priority for their environmental 

management tasks. For example, the standard requires adopters to conduct periodic internal audits to 

ensure that employees are complying with documented environmental procedures. It also requires 

initiatives be undertaken to achieve the documented objectives and targets, and that senior management 

review the environmental management system periodically. Adopters often embed their ISO 14001 

certification in their corporate or brand image, which creates additional incentives to ensure they continue 

to meet the standard’s requirements throughout their annual external surveillance audits.  

Hypothesis 2.  Facilities that adopt ISO 14001 will improve their environmental 
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performance more than non-adopters. 

Institutional scholars have suggested that organizational motivations to adopt formal programs vary 

over time. In particular, while early adopters may adopt these programs to improve organizational 

practices, facilities adopting in subsequent years may be motivated to maintain legitimacy (Tolbert & 

Zucker, 1983). This trend has been found among adopters of quality management programs, financial 

reporting standards, and long-term incentive plans (Mezias, 1990; Westphal, Gulati, & Shortell, 1997; 

Westphal & Zajac, 1994). This can lead early adopters to make substantive changes to implement the 

program, but later adopters to only symbolically adopt the program. For example, early adopters of 

corporate affirmative action programs were more likely to implement substantive affirmative action 

offices, while later adopters were more likely to take a more symbolic approach of implementing rules 

(Edelman, 1992). Because this temporal pattern of motivations has been suggested in the case of ISO 

14001 (Jiang & Bansal, 2003), early adopters of ISO 14001 may exert more effort to implement robust 

environmental management systems than late adopters. As such, later adopters may do “just enough” to 

meet the standard’s requirements to obtain certification. In this case, early adopters will derive more 

performance improvement from adopting ISO 14001 than later adopters.  

Hypothesis 3.  Early adopters of ISO 14001 will improve their environmental 

performance more than late-adopters. 

SAMPLE AND MEASURES 

To test these hypotheses, I assembled a comprehensive dataset using 1991-2003 data obtained from 

several publicly available government databases, several commercial databases, journal articles, and 

reports. I also filed several Freedom of Information Act requests of the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (US EPA). Specific data sources are described in the measures section below. 

Sample  

My sample includes manufacturing facilities within the United States that have reported emissions of 

toxic chemicals to the US EPA Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) program. This program includes facilities 

that manufacture, import, process, or use any of the listed substances in amounts greater than threshold 
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quantities (typically 10,000 or 25,000 pounds) and have at least 10 full-time employees (US EPA, 1999). 

I focus on the five industries with the most ISO 14001 adopters as of 2001: chemicals, fabricated metal 

products, industrial machinery and equipment, electrical and electronic equipment, and transportation 

equipment (SIC Codes 28 and 34-37) (McGraw Hill, 2001). Facility details were obtained from the US 

EPA’s TRI website and the US EPA’s Risk-Screening Environmental Indicators 2.1 model.4 To facilitate 

a closer comparison between ISO 14001 adopters and non-adopters, I restricted the sample to sub-

industries (4-digit SIC Codes) that included at least one adopter and one non-adopter. 

Measures 

Environmental performance. I measure environmental performance using several metrics based on 

toxic emissions data reported annually to the US EPA TRI program from 1991 to 2003, the latest year for 

which data are available. A rare source of uniformly reported, legally mandated facility-level 

environmental performance data, the TRI dataset has been widely employed in the management literature 

to measure companies’ environmental performance (Gerde & Logsdon, 2001; Toffel & Marshall, 2004). 

The first measure, pounds of emissions, mimics how the US EPA and the media rank the “dirtiness” of 

TRI reporters. I gather data on the air emissions of the “core group” of TRI chemicals—those that have 

been required every year and with a consistent reporting threshold—and create annual facility totals. 

Because these totals were highly skewed, I log the annual sums (after adding 1 to accommodate zero 

values). I also estimate the health hazard posed by these emissions. To accommodate the enormous 

variation in the toxicity of TRI chemicals, I employ chemical-specific toxicity weights pertaining to 

inhalation exposure from the US EPA’s Risk-Screening Environmental Indicators model (US EPA, 

2002), as recommended by Toffel & Marshall (2004). To calculate health hazard, I multiplied the pounds 

of each core chemical emitted to air by its inhalation toxicity factor, took the sum of these products, and 

log the sum (after adding 1).  

Production and facility size. While there is a strong conceptual link between emissions and facility 

                                                      
4  US EPA provides TRI data at http://www.epa.gov/tri and the Risk-Screening Environmental Indicators model at 

http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/rsei/  
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production volumes, the latter are typically considered proprietary and are difficult to acquire. As a proxy 

for production, I create a production index based on two variables: (1) facility employment, obtained from 

Dun & Bradstreet for a single year for each facility in my sample, which I refer to as that facility’s 

baseline year, and (2) annual facility production ratios, which is the ratio of production volume in the 

current year to that of the prior year, obtained from the TRI dataset (King & Lenox, 2000). I calculate the 

production index in four steps: (1) I set production index equal to facility employment for the baseline 

year; (2) for each year following the baseline year, I calculate the production index by multiplying the 

prior year’s production index by the current year’s production ratio; (3) for each year preceding the 

baseline year, I calculate the production index by dividing the subsequent year’s production index by the 

subsequent year’s production ratio; and (4) I log the result.  

ISO 14001 certification. I obtained the identity of ISO 14001 adopters and their certification year 

from the ISO 14001 Registered Company Directory North America (QSU, 2002b) and various state 

environmental regulator websites. Based on this data, I create several dummy variables. Certification year 

is coded one for adopters only in the year they became certified. Post-certification is coded one for 

adopters starting the year they became certified. Post-certification, early adopters is coded one starting 

the certification year for adopters initially certified in 1996-1999. Post-certification, early adopters is 

coded one starting the certification year for adopters initially certified in 2000-2002.  

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

Selection Analysis 

The selection analysis seeks to discern whether adopters’ and non-adopters’ environmental 

performance differed prior to adoption (Hypothesis 1). I begin by assessing whether facility-wide pounds 

of emissions is associated with ISO 14001 adoption. I then examine whether pollution intensity affects 

facilities’ propensity to adopt the standard by including the production index to control for facility size 

and production changes.  I repeat these two steps by substituting health hazards for pounds of emissions. I 

employ a probit model where the dependent variable is a dummy coded one the year an adopter becomes 
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certified. The key variables to detect a selection effect are lagged values of each outcome measure.5 In 

each specification, I include industry dummies (3-digit SIC Codes) and year dummies. The year dummies 

control for events in a given year that might impact the emissions of all facilities, such as changes in 

federal regulations, federal enforcement priorities, or the introduction of new technologies. I include 

1991-2003 data, but drop adopters after their certification year to avoid confounding the selection analysis 

with any potential effects of certification.  

Table 2 presents the probit results. I report standard errors clustered by facility to account for non-

independence among observations from the same facility. Columns 1 and 3 report the models that employ 

lagged facility-wide performance metrics. Each of these models suggest that “dirtier” facilities adopt ISO 

14001: facilities that emitted more pounds of toxic chemicals and that imposed greater health hazards on 

their communities were more likely to adopt ISO 14001 (p<0.001). The results of the pollution intensity 

models (Columns 2 and 4) reveal an important distinction, however. After controlling for facility size and 

production changes, these results indicate that facilities with lower pollution intensity were more likely to 

adopt, both in terms of pounds of emissions (Column 2) and health hazard (Column 4). In summary, these 

results suggest that less pollution-intensive facilities are more likely to adopt ISO 14001, but that adopters 

are larger and therefore emit more facility-wide pollution prior to adoption, compared to other TRI-

reporting facilities in their industry. 

Treatment Analysis  

I employ a difference-in-differences approach to evaluate whether the adoption of ISO 14001 

influences environmental performance (Hypotheses 2 and 3). This approach uses a control group’s 

performance during the post-treatment period as the counterfactual for how the treatment group would 

have performed if it had not received the treatment. Unbiased estimates from a difference-in-differences 

approach requires two assumptions about the similarity between the treatment and control groups: (1) that 

both groups would respond similarly to treatment, and (2) that the control group’s performance trend 

                                                      
5 For each performance metric, I use the average of the 1- and 2-year lags because this prevents many observations from dropping 

out of the sample, which contains many missing values. 
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serves as the counterfactual of the treatment group (i.e., if the adopters had not adopted, their performance 

would have mimicked the control group’s). The selection analysis conducted above showed that adopters’ 

and non-adopters’ environmental performance differed during the pre-adoption period. The two groups 

are likely to differ in other ways as well. For example, larger facilities may have more resources to devote 

to the adoption of both ISO 14001 and pollution control technologies that affect environmental 

performance. To eliminate these potential sources of bias, I used propensity score matching to identify a 

quasi-control group of non-adopters with similar adoption determinants and pre-period outcome trends to 

the adopters.  

Propensity score matching. Matching is a widely used approach to construct a quasi-control group 

based on similar characteristics as the treatment group (Heckman, Ichimura, & Todd, 1998). Matching on 

the propensity score—the probability of receiving the treatment conditional on covariates—is as valid as 

matching on a series of individual covariates  (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983). The identifying assumption is 

that the assignment to the treatment group is associated only with observable “pre-period” variables, and 

that all remaining variation across the groups is random. This assumption is often referred to as the 

“ignorable treatment assignment” or “selection on observables.”  

When used to evaluate job training programs, propensity score matching methods have performed 

well in replicating the results of randomized experiments under three conditions: (1) the same data 

sources are used for participants and non-participants; (2) an extensive set of covariates are employed in 

the program-participation model that is used to estimate propensity scores; and (3) participants are 

matched to non-participants in the same local labor market (Smith & Todd, 2005). In addition, Heckman, 

Ichimura, & Todd (1997) note that substantial bias can result if: (4) controls are included whose 

propensity scores are off the support of the participants’ propensity scores; (5) the distributions of the 

participants and non-participants’ propensity scores differ; or (6) unobservable factors influence both 

participation and outcomes.  

I address these six potential sources of bias as follows. First, I use the identical data sources for all 

facilities (participants and non-participants). Second, I gather an extensive set of adoption covariates 
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based on a comprehensive literature review. Third, I ensure that participants and non-participants operate 

within the same markets by matching participants to non-participants within the same industry. I address 

the fourth and fifth concerns by implementing nearest neighbor matching with a “caliper” restriction to 

preclude matching beyond a fixed threshold, and by excluding observations whose propensity scores are 

off the common support. The sixth concern addresses selection on unobservables. In the context of ISO 

14001, it is possible that facilities with an “environmentalist” culture (which I do not observe in my data) 

may have managers who are both more likely to insist upon strong environmental performance and be 

more prone to adopt ISO 14001. To the extent that such unobserved factors are fixed over time during the 

sample period, I address this concern by including facility fixed effects.6  

I implement propensity score matching in three steps. First, I generate propensity scores by 

estimating a logit model for adoption status during 1996-2003, omitting adopters after their adoption year. 

I include many potential adoption determinants identified through an extensive literature review on the 

adoption of ISO 14001 and other environmental management programs.7 Table 1 describes these 

covariates and provides summary statistics. I also included lagged outcome levels (average of 2 prior 

years) and lagged 4-year trends to increase the likelihood that the matched control group’s pre-period 

performance trends would be similar to the adoption group’s (Barbera & Lyona, 1996; Dehejia & Wahba, 

1999; Eichler & Lechner, 2002).8 Predicted values from the logit model constitute propensity score 

estimations. 

I created three matched samples. Group A is a baseline sample that includes the 860 adopters and 

11217 non-adopters that are in those sub-industries (4-digit SIC Codes) that include at least one adopter, 
                                                      
6 Instrumental variable models have been employed in some program evaluations that examined the performance implications of 

voluntary management programs (e.g., Khanna & Damon, 1999; Potoski & Prakash, Forthcoming; Rivera & de Leon, 2004; 

Welch, Mazur, & Bretschneider, 2000). I failed to identify a credible instrumental variable—one that is correlated with the 

adoption decision but has no independent influence on performance—that would enable me to use this alternative method.  
7 For details on this comprehensive literature review, see Toffel (2005).  
8 The logit results of the full adoption model are provided in Table A-1 of the Appendix. Briefly, adoption is more likely in 

facilities that provide evidence of a formal environmental management system, participated in the US EPA 33/50 program, had 

already adopted the ISO 9000 Quality Management System standard, had released chemicals in their effluent to publicly-owned 

wastewater treatment facilities, were located in states with higher compliance costs, and were larger (more employees). 
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and that include at least one pre-1996 and one post-1996 observation. I implement nearest-neighbor 

matching based on the propensity scores to construct other matched samples (Leuven & Sianesi, 2003). 

Group B is formed by identifying, for each adopter during its certification year, up to five non-adopters 

with the closest propensity scores that are within a fixed “caliper limit” of 0.001. The latter restriction 

results in fewer than five matches when fewer close matches are available. This process yielded a 

matched sample of 508 adopters and 1977 non-adopters, for an average of 3.6 matches per adopter.  

I assessed the similarity of the non-adopters and adopters in the matched control group in several 

ways. Since the pseudo-R2 statistic indicates how well the regressors explain the participation probability, 

the matching process should result in a substantial reduction in the pseudo-R2 value if the logit model is 

re-estimated on just the matched sample (Sianesi, 2004). Indeed, the pseudo-R2 declines from 0.17 

(Group A) to 0.08 (Group B). I also used t-tests to compare the means of the adoption covariates. While 

the adopters and non-adopters in Group A had statistically significant differences for 11 of the 16 

covariates, only 3 covariates significantly differed between the matched adopters and non-adopters in 

Group B.9 However, among these 3 covariates were facility size (log employment) and production index, 

both of which may potentially both influence adoption and performance. As such, I constructed a second 

nearest-neighbor matched sample by imposing additional restrictions on potential matches.  

To construct Group C, I limited the potential candidates for an adopter’s five nearest neighbors to 

non-adopters that shared its industry (2-digit SIC Code), size (employment) range, and prior 4-year 

emissions trend range.10 This resulted in a matched sample of 508 adopters and 1993 non-adopters. T-

tests indicate that this matching process was superior in balancing the covariates: the mean values of all 

but one covariate were indistinguishable across the matched non-adopters and adopters. After re-

                                                      
9 Table A-2 in the Appendix presents the following: t-tests of equal means across adopters and non-adopters, standardized bias 

before and after matching, and t-tests that compare the average performance trends of adopters and non-adopters in the years 

before the match. 
10 Size categories were created for facilities with 0-49, 50-124, 125-499, 500-999, 1000-9999, and 10,000 and more employees. 

Emission trends were calculated as the average of 1 and 2 year lagged emissions levels minus the average of 3 and 4 year lags, 

divided by the sum of these two averages. Emission trends were divided into four categories based approximately on quintiles: –1 

to –0.2, –0.2 to 0, 0 to 0.2, and 0.2 to 1 (upper bounds not inclusive, except the latter category). 
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estimating the logit model on this matched sample, the pseudo-R2 value of 0.10 represents a substantial 

reduction from the original 0.17 value, providing further evidence of a successful matching process. 

Nearest-neighbor matching substantially reduced standardized bias (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1985) from an 

average across all covariates of -15% (Group A) to -4% (Group B) and -5% (Group C) after matching. In 

addition, kernel density plots confirmed that the adopters and non-adopters in the matched groups had 

very similar distributions of the covariates.  

Finally, I assessed whether non-adopters and adopters experienced similar performance trends prior 

to the match year. If the two groups experienced similar pre-match performance trends, this would 

substantially bolster the plausibility of the difference-in-difference identifying assumption that in the 

absence of treatment, the adopters’ subsequent performance would have mimicked the control group’s. I 

tested this in two ways. First, t-test results confirmed that the two groups’ pre-adoption performance 

trends during the 4-years prior to the match year were statistically indistinguishable, across each of the 

three comparison groups. As a second test, I estimate the pre-adoption temporal trends for each individual 

facility for each outcome. T-test results indicate that the adopters’ and non-adopters’ mean pre-trends are 

statistically indistinguishable for all outcomes across all three groups, with the one exception that non-

adopters in Group A were reducing the facility-wide health hazard faster than eventual adopters.11 As a 

whole, these findings bolster the plausibility of the identifying assumption of the difference-in-differences 

method: that the performance of each control group serves as a valid counterfactual for the treatment 

group.  

Model specifications. For Group A, which includes all facilities in the sub-industries that include at 

least one adopter and one non-adopter, I estimate the following equation to estimate the effect of ISO 

14001 adoption: 

 yit = β1 Dit + β2t  λt + β3  PIit + αi + εit ( 1 ) 

where yit is the outcome variable for facility i in year t, Dit is the post-certification dummy coded 1 for 

                                                      
11 Table A-3 in the Appendix presents averages and t-tests the pre-match trends for each outcome variable for non-adopters and 

eventual-adopters from 1991 through two years before the match year (or through 1996 for Group A, which has no match year).  
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adopters starting in the certification year, λt represents year fixed effects, and αi is the facility fixed-effect. 

The production index, PIit, is initially omitted to estimate facility-wide emissions and subsequently 

included to estimate pollution intensity.  

For the nearest-neighbor matched groups (Groups B and C), I employ a more flexible specification: 

 yit = β1 Dit + β2t  τit + β3tc  τit × ci + β4  PIit + αi + εit ( 2 ) 

where τit is a set of counter dummies indicating the number of years until or since the match-year (3-

years-until-certification through 4-years-since-certification), ci is a complete set “match group” fixed 

effects, and all other variables are defined as in the previous equation. For Group B, a “match group” 

refers to all facilities matched in a particular year (e.g., all 1997 adopters and their matches). For Group 

C, a “match group” refers to all facilities matched in the same year that share the same industry, size 

category, and pre-period outcome trend category. Including interactions of the matched group dummies 

with the counter dummies allows each matched group to have its own temporal trend. Again, the 

production index (PIit) is omitted when estimating facility-wide emissions, and included when estimating 

the pollution intensity.  

To detect whether treatment effects varied between early adopters and late adopters, I substitute DEit 

and DLit for Dit in Models 1 and 2, where DEit is a post-certification dummy for early adopters (1996-

1999) and DLit is a post-certification dummy for late adopters (2000-2002). To assess whether the 

treatment effect differs between early and late adopters, I will conduct a Wald test to determine whether 

the coefficients on these variables significantly differ.  

Treatment Analysis Results 

Table 3 presents the results across three comparison groups. Prevailing practice among those 

employing difference-in-difference models is to report OLS standard errors (Bertrand, Duflo, & 

Mullainathan, 2004). For comparison purposes, I begin by reporting heteroscedasticity-robust standard 

errors. However, failing to account for potential serial correlation risks significantly underestimating 

standard errors. As such, I test for serial correlation (Drukker, 2003; Wooldridge, 2002: 282-283) and find 
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evidence of serial correlation in each of the 12 models. As such, Table 3 also reports standard errors 

clustered by facility to accommodate an arbitrary autocorrelation process.  

The coefficient on the post-certification dummy (β1) is negative for all 12 specifications, which 

indicates that on average adopters subsequently improved their environmental performance compared to 

each of the three groups of non-adopters across all performance metrics. However, the difference between 

the groups was not always statistically significant.  

Subsequent to certification, adopters’ facility-wide pounds of emissions declined 39% compared to 

the trend among non-adopters in Group A during the same period, a statistically significant difference 

(p<0.01) regardless of the standard errors employed (Column 1). Columns 2 and 3 indicate that adopting 

facilities emitted 5% to 15% less pounds than non-adopters in the nearest-neighbor matched groups, 

although the larger difference is only marginally statistically significant (p=0.09) with robust standard 

errors, and neither difference is significant with clustered standard errors. The results provide much 

stronger evidence that adopters subsequently reduced their pollution intensity compared to non-adopters. 

Measured in pounds, adopters subsequently reduced their pollution intensity by 12% to 32% compared to 

non-adopters (Columns 4-6), differences that were statistically significant in Groups A and B even with 

the more conservative clustered standard errors.  

Turning to health hazards, Columns 7-9 indicate that on average adopters reduced the health hazard 

associated with their facility-wide toxic air emissions by 6% to 20% compared to non-adopters in the 

matched groups, although the difference is not statistically significant at conventional levels.  Adopters 

reduced their pollution intensity in terms of health hazard by 40% compared to their matches in Group B 

and 30% compared to their matches in Group C. Both differences are statistically significant using robust 

standard errors; but only the former is significant under the more conservative clustered standard errors. 

As a robustness test, I re-estimated the treatment effects using the alternative environmental 

performance metrics and empirical specifications from an influential evaluation of an industry-sponsored 

voluntary management program (King & Lenox, 2000). I used its facility fixed effects specification and 

estimated adopters’ subsequent “absolute improvement”, a metric akin to the facility’s percent reduction 
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in emissions.12 The results indicate that subsequent to certification, adopters improved both in terms of 

pounds (p<0.001) and health hazard, though the latter is only marginally significant (p<0.11). I also 

estimated adopters’ subsequent “relative improvement”, which compares trends in a facility’s emissions 

relative to others within the same industry (4-digit SIC Code) controlling for facility size.13 The results 

provide strong evidence that adopters subsequently improved their relative emissions in terms of pounds 

and health hazard (p<0.001). Overall, by providing additional evidence that ISO 14001 adopters 

subsequently improved their performance compared to non-adopters, these alternative models bolster the 

results of the main treatment effects analysis. 

The models that compared the subsequent performance of early adopters from late adopters revealed 

several important distinctions.14 Early adopters, but not late adopters, subsequently outperformed matched 

non-adopters in terms of facility-wide pounds of emissions. This disparity, significant in all three 

comparison groups, reveals an important nuance in interpreting facility-wide emission reductions, 

whereas the earlier models found no evidence of an average treatment effect for this metric. The health 

risks associated with facility-wide emissions reveals the same pattern of early adopters excelling but late 

adopters being exceeded by non-adopters. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study evaluated whether participating in a voluntary management program that requires 

periodic third-party verification serves as a credible signal of superior environmental management 

practices. I examined facilities’ annual pounds of toxic emissions because the media and US EPA often 

use this metric to rank the “dirtiest” companies. Prior to adoption, eventual adopters were emitting more 

facility-wide pounds of toxic chemicals than non-adopters. Eventual adopters emissions were also posing 

                                                      
12 Absolute improvement is the difference in a facility’s emissions in the focal and subsequent year, divided by its average 

emissions in those two years. I regressed the two improvement variables on “relative emissions”, production index, and facility 

fixed effects using the sample of facilities in sub-industries (4-digit SIC Codes) that included at least one adopter and one non-

adopter. Relative emissions is defined as the difference between a facility’s actual emissions and its predicted emissions based on 

its sector (4-digit SIC) and size in a given year. Table A-4 in the Appendix presents the results.  
13 Relative improvement is the difference between a facility’s relative emissions in the focal and subsequent year.   
14 Table A-5 in the Appendix presents the results. 
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a greater health hazard on communities surrounding their plants, compared to the health hazards posed by 

non-adopters’ facility-wide emissions. However, after controlling for facility size and production changes, 

I found that eventual adopters were less pollution intensive, both in terms of pounds of emissions and 

their associated health hazards.  

After becoming certified to ISO 14001, I found evidence that adopters improved their environmental 

performance compared to non-adopter across three metrics: facility-wide pounds of toxic emissions, 

pollution intensity in terms of pounds of toxic emissions, and pollution intensity in terms of health 

hazards resulting from these toxic emissions. I found no evidence that adopters subsequently differed 

from non-adopters in terms of the health hazards associated with facility-wide toxic emissions.  

Taken as a whole, these results demonstrate that a voluntary management program with a robust 

verification mechanism can indeed distinguish organizations based on their difficult-to-observe 

management practices. With ISO 14001, this differentiation appears to occur prior to adoption through a 

positive selection effect (for pollution intensity) and after certification through subsequent reductions in 

facility-wide pounds of emissions and pollution intensity. These findings represent an important departure 

from prior studies that found no evidence that superior performers disproportionately adopted voluntary 

management programs that had no or only weak verification mechanisms. This suggests that third-party 

certification may be a critical element to ensure that voluntary management programs legitimately 

distinguish adopters from non-adopters, and thus can be used to resolve information asymmetries 

regarding difficulty-to-observe management practices. 

However, with at least one performance metric, early adopters but not late adopters significantly 

outperformed non-adopters. This finding is similar to another study that found some evidence that only 

early adopters of the ISO 9000 quality standard outperformed non-adopters across several financial 

indicators (Benner & Veloso, 2005). The different performance implications of early versus late adopters 

may suggest that the former may be motivated to adopt for technical efficiency while the latter are 

motivated to maintain legitimacy, as suggested by Jiang & Bansal (2003). This finding has important 

implications for those seeking to use ISO 14001 as a screening mechanism. However, I found robust 
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evidence of this disparity with only one of the four performance metrics (facility-wide pounds of 

emissions), only some evidence with two other metrics, and no evidence with the fourth metric (pollution 

intensity in terms of health hazard). This highlights the need for more research to examine how adoption 

motives affect various performance metrics.  

Implications 

Firms. This study has important implications for the hundreds of thousands of firms that are relying 

on voluntary management programs to signal superior management practices to interested buyers, 

regulators, and local communities. The evidence that ISO 14001 distinguishes adopters as less pollution-

intensive may encourage firms concerned about their suppliers’ environmental management practices and 

performance to use ISO 14001 to screen suppliers, a practice some firms have already begun 

implementing (Fielding, 2000; Sissell, 2000; Strachan, Sinclair, & Lal, 2003). Because adopters 

subsequently reduced their pollution intensity compared to non-adopters, firms waiting for evidence that 

ISO 14001 adoption is associated with environmental performance improvement may be encouraged to 

adopt ISO 14001.  

Policymakers. Many policymakers are considering using voluntary management programs to 

improve the efficiency of achieving environmental, labor, and financial regulatory objectives. Because 

“priority schemes for [regulatory] inspections are very unsophisticated” (Wasserman, 1987: 20), 

regulators could redeploy their scarce resources from adopters of voluntary management programs that 

credibly indicate superior environmental performance levels or trends. Until now, the absence of a 

demonstrable link between ISO 14001 certification and superior environmental performance has resulted 

in few environmental agencies shifting their enforcement scrutiny away from certified firms (Hillary & 

Thorsen, 1999; US EPA, 2003).  

My finding evidence that adopters were less pollution intensive at the time of adoption and that 

adoption is associated with further subsequent reductions in pollution intensity suggests that regulators 

should seriously consider using ISO 14001 adoption as an indicator of superior performance. The results 

of this study also have implications for the design of other voluntary management programs. For example, 
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it paints an encouraging picture for the newly revised Responsible Care program, a voluntary 

management program sponsored by the chemical industry. After persistent skepticism of the program’s 

legitimacy, which was substantially eroded as evidence mounted that participants were performing worse 

than non-participants (King & Lenox, 2000; Lenox & Nash, 2003), the industry association announced a 

complete overhaul “intended to improve public perceptions of the industry, and member companies’ 

perceptions of Responsible Care itself” (Chemical Week, 2002: 33). The revised program will require 

Responsible Care members to obtain third-party certification, a dramatic departure from its fundamental 

weaknesses that it allowed—and in the US actually required—any company that is a member of the 

national chemical industry association to “join” Responsible Care, regardless of whether they 

implemented any of its management codes.   

However, in addition to strengthening its verification requirements, the substantial changes to the 

Responsible Care program may be discarding its most promising feature: its nearly 100 prescriptive 

management practices governing environmental, health, safety, and community issues. Combining 

prescriptive management practices with mandatory periodic third-party certification may be the best 

combination to ensure that voluntary management programs improve participants’ performance. Indeed, 

this is the model adopted by other recent industry-specific voluntary management programs launched by 

NGOs such as the Forest Stewardship Council’s forest certification program. This approach merits further 

evaluative research. 

As an alternative to more prescriptive industry-specific management practices, voluntary 

management programs can also ensure performance improvement among its participants by requiring 

such improvements as a condition for ongoing participation. The few government-initiated voluntary 

programs that have actually been shown to elicit performance improvement—such as the US EPA’s 33/50 

and Indonesia’s PROPER-PROKASIH programs (Blackman, Afsah, & Ratunanda, 2004; Khanna & 

Damon, 1999)—actually require performance improvement as a condition of participation. 

Limitations and Future Research 

It is important to note several limitations of the data and methods employed in this study. TRI data 
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are self-reported to US EPA by facilities managers and are externally verified only occasionally by some 

state environmental agencies and by US EPA, and are very often based on estimates rather than actual 

measurements. In addition, program evaluation elicits serious challenges in constructing plausible 

comparison groups. I addressed this by comparing adopters to three different control groups: all non-

adopters and two matched groups. The matching methods I employed assumes that once one conditions 

on observable variables (used in generating the propensity score), participation in the program is random. 

While I gathered comprehensive data based on an extensive literature review, scholars in the future may 

identify additional factors that influence the decision to adopt ISO 14001. Additionally, although I used 

fixed effects to reduce the effect of stable unobserved differences between facilities, I cannot rule out that 

time varying, facility-specific effects may affect both adoption and performance. The point estimates of 

the treatment results should be interpreted with caution since their magnitude varied across the 

comparison groups. Finally, evaluations of other certified management programs should be conducted to 

ensure that this verification mechanism is the necessary element to ensure that voluntary management 

programs can legitimately distinguish adopters, and thus resolve information asymmetries.  

Voluntary management programs present a plethora of future research opportunities. Many other 

performance metrics could be employed to assess whether voluntary environmental management 

programs reduce environmental impacts. For example, participants may be more aggressively improving 

energy efficiency to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increasing their use of recycled materials, or 

enhancing the recyclability of their own products. They might also improve training and operational 

processes and bolster their regulatory knowledge (Dahlström et al., 2003). This, in turn, can expedite 

responding to regulators’ requests for information and simultaneously reduce compliance costs and 

enhance regulatory relations (Gupta & Piero, 2003). Furthermore, further research could address the 

extent to which ISO 14001 adopters exhibit superior environmental compliance history, and whether and 

how operating according to the standard enables facilities to improve their compliance record. 

The vast majority of empirical evaluations of voluntary management programs have focused on 

those in the United States. Further research is needed in other national contexts, where results may be 
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more profound. Indeed, effects of these programs in the US context may merely represent a “lower 

bound” of their potential to elicit improved environmental performance. For example, the negative 

publicity regarding TRI emissions—coupled with a growing awareness in the US of cost-saving pollution 

prevention opportunities—may have already exhausted most profitable avenues of reducing TRI 

emissions. Such opportunities may be more abundant in other countries, particularly in developing 

countries where local regulators, communities, and the media typically exert less pressure for 

environmental performance improvement. Dasgupta et al.’s (2000) finding that Mexican manufacturers 

who implemented an ISO 14001-style environmental management system reported better compliance 

suggests promising results in such domains.  Because the current study found important distinctions in 

both the selection and treatment results between facility-wide pollution metrics and “pollution intensity” 

metrics that account for size and production changes, future researchers may wish to continue to examine 

both types of metrics. 

While most studies that have evaluated the extent to which voluntary programs are achieving their 

ultimate objectives have focused on environmental programs, many research opportunities exist in other 

domains. Codes of conduct, industry-initiatives, government voluntary programs, and international 

standards that govern environmental management, occupational health and safety, human rights, quality 

management, and other management processes continue to proliferate. The need is greater than ever to 

discover which programs are validly differentiating participants, and which program features are critical 

to ensure their credibility. Absent such knowledge, many of the millions of hours and dollars spent 

implementing these tools may be wasted. The methods presented this paper could be adopted to evaluate 

these questions. 
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Table 1. Variable definitions and descriptive statistics  
Selection and treatment analysis Description and source N Mean SD Min* Max 
Certification year Dummy coded 1 in the year when a facility became ISO 14001 certified. 

ISO (2002b) and state websites. 207078 0.005 0.068 950  

Post-certification  Dummy coded 1 in the year a facility becomes ISO 14001 certified and 
thereafter. ISO (2002b) and state websites. 207078 0.014 0.119 2953  

Facility-wide emissions  Log of 1 plus the number of pounds of toxic chemical emissions reported 
to the US EPA Toxic Release Inventory 158760 5.10 4.61 0 17.57 

Facility-wide health hazard  For each TRI chemical, the pounds a facility releases to air in a given year 
is multiplied by the chemical-specific toxicity weights pertaining to 
inhalation exposure, and then these products are summed across all of a 
facility’s annual releases, log transformed after adding 1.  

159107 8.09 6.52 0 24.39 

Production index In 1997, log of facility employment. In other years, facility employment 
IS iteratively adjusted by the facility’s annual production ratios (see text 
for more details). US EPA Toxic Release Inventory database (production 
ratios) and Dun & Bradstreet (employment).  

79896 4.97 1.39 -1.16 12.15 

Propensity score estimation  Description and source N=45162  Mean SD Min* Max 
Certification year As defined above. 0.01 0.12 618  
Lagged environmental 
management system evidence  

Dummy coded one in years when a facility’s submissions to the US EPA Toxic 
Release Inventory indicated source reduction methods included internal pollution 
prevention audits, participative team management, or employee recommendations 
under a formal company program. Lagged one year. US EPA TRI database. 

0.18 0.39 8319  

US EPA 33/50 participant  Dummy coded one for facilities that are members of companies that participated in 
this US EPA program (which ended in 1995). US EPA via a Freedom of Information 
Act Request. 

0.29 0.45 12950  

Lagged ISO 9000 certified  Dummy coded one starting the year a facility was certified to the ISO 9000 Quality 
Management System Standard. Lagged one year. QSU (2002a). 0.04 0.19 1673  

Lagged RCRA violations  Number of times during the prior two years the facility was cited for violations of 
hazardous waste regulations pursuant to the US Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, the federal environmental statute that is the basis of far more 
environmental inspections and enforcement actions than any other for the industries 
in the sample (US EPA, 1995). US EPA RCRIS database via a Freedom of 
Information Act request. 

0.41 1.16 0 13 

Lagged RCRA inspections  Number of times during the prior two years the facility was inspected for violations 
of hazardous waste regulations pursuant to the US Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act. US EPA RCRIS database. 

0.37 0.74 0 12 

Lagged enforcement actions 
(dummy) 

Number of years during the prior two years that the US EPA brought an enforcement 
action against a facility for serious violations of any federal environmental 
regulation. US EPA’s ICIS database via a Freedom of Information Act request. 

0.02 0.10 0 1 

Lagged waste to POTW (dummy) Dummy coded one in years when a facility releases effluent with toxic chemicals to 
publicly-owned treatment facility (POTW). Lagged one year. US EPA TRI database. 0.32 0.47 14542  

State compliance cost  A state’s relative compliance costs based on pollution abatement operating adjusted 
for differences in industry composition and other factors. Levinson (1996).  -0.06 0.13 -0.57 0.273 

State environmental policy 
comprehensiveness  

An index that measures the extent to which each state has implemented 
environmental policies to address 50 pollution, waste, and land use issues. Hall & 
Kerr (1991). 

22.98 6.38 5 38 

Percent college graduates in 2000  Percentage of those 25 years and older living within the facility’s Census Tract who 
attended college. US Census Bureau 2000 Decennial Survey.  0.19 0.13 0 1 

Per capita income in 1999 Log median per capita income for 1999 of individuals living within the facility’s 
Census Tract. US Census Bureau 2000 Decennial Survey. 9.82 0.35 6.89 11.88 

Employment in 1997 Log facility employment in 1997. Dun & Bradstreet. 4.91 1.31 2.30 10.17 
Lagged facility-wide emissions  Average emissions (defined above) during prior two years.  5.86 4.18 0 16.06 
Lagged facility-wide health hazard  Average health hazard (defined above) during prior two years.  9.32 5.96 0 23.98 
Lagged emission hazardousness 
per pound 

Average health hazardousness per pound of toxic air emission during prior two 
years. Emission hazardousness is calculated as the log of 1 plus the following ratio: 
facility-wide health hazard divided by facility-wide emissions (each term in this ratio 
as defined above except not log transformed). 

3.80 3.38 0 13.82 

Lagged production index Average production index (defined above) during prior two years  4.92 1.33 0.29 10.99 
Trend in facility-wide emissions  -0.07 0.35 -1 1 
Trend in facility-wide health 
hazard -0.07 0.35 -1 1 

Trend in emission hazardousness 
per pound 

Lagged 4-year outcome variables temporal trends were calculated as the average of 1 
and 2 year lagged values minus the average of 3 and 4 year lags, divided by the sum 
of these two averages.  

0.004 0.09 -1 1 

 
* Instead of minimum and maximum, italicized values in the last column displays the number of observations coded 1 for dummy variables. N represents facility-
year observations. For selection and treatment analyses, the sample includes observations from 16,896 facilities during 1991-2003. For propensity score estimation, 
the sample includes 45162 facility-year observations from 7764 facilities during 1996-2003.  
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Table 2. Selection Results: Probit Models  
 

Dependent variable: Became ISO 14001 certified this year (dummy) 
 

 (1) (2) (3) (4)  
Model: Facility-wide  

emissions 
Pollution intensity -  

emissions 
Facility-wide  
health hazard 

Pollution intensity - 
health hazard  

Pounds of emissions  0.030  -0.013    
 [0.003]*** [0.004]***    

Health hazard    0.024 -0.007  
   [0.002]*** [0.003]**  

Production index   0.188  0.185  
  [0.014]***  [0.014]***  

Year dummies Y Y Y Y  
Sub-industry dummies (3-digit SIC Code) Y Y Y Y  
Observations (facility-years) 87146 4824 87146 48240  
Facilities 14715 8633 14715 8633  
  Adopters 785 785 785 785  
Pseudo R2 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.18  
Wald χ2 926.84*** 1002.62*** 945.31*** 1002.11***  
Log likelihood intercept only  -4478.53 -4011.41 -4478.53 -4011.41  
Log likelihood full model -3865.69  -3274.29 -3852.31 -3275.91  
      
Notes: This table displays probit coefficients with robust standard errors clustered by facility in brackets. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Sample 
includes 1996-2003, and sub-industries (3-digit SIC Codes) that have at least one facility that adopted ISO 14001 during this period within SIC 
Codes 28 or 34-37; adopters are excluded from the sample after their certification year. All specifications include dummies for years and industries 
(3-digit SIC Codes).  
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Table 3. Difference-in-differences estimates 
 
 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

Model: Facility-wide emissions  Pollution intensity– 
emissions 

Facility-wide health hazard Pollution intensity– 
health hazard 

Dependent variable Pounds of emissions Pounds of emissions Health hazard Health hazard 
Comparison group A B C A B C A B C A B C 
H0: no first-order 
autocorrelation 
(F-statistic) 

4273.00 402.19 200.28 1266.29 187.14 80.96 3677.79 334.37 238.84 1058.68 184.48 158.16 

Post-certification (dummy) -0.39 -0.15 -0.05 -0.32 -0.29 -0.12 -0.06 -0.20 -0.13 -0.01 -0.40 -0.30 
Robust SE (0.07)*** (0.09)* (0.08) (0.08)*** (0.09)*** (0.08) (0.09) (0.13) (0.13) (0.10) (0.13)*** (0.12)** 
Clustered SE [0.11]*** [0.15] [0.15] [0.12]*** [0.14]** [0.14] [0.17] [0.24] [0.23] [0.18] [0.22]* [0.22] 
Production index    Y Y Y    Y Y Y 
Facility fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Year or counter fixed 
effects Year Counter Counter Year Counter Counter Year Counter Counter Year Counter Counter 

Counter × match group 
interaction dummies  Y Y  Y Y  Y Y  Y Y 

N 129835 15072 14674 66588 11625 11238 130270 15083 14696 66588 11625 11238 
Facilities 12077 2016 1966 7627 1593 1537 12118 2017 1969 7627 2406 1537 
 Adopters 860 413 435 522 324 344 860 413 435 522 324 344 
Adjusted R2 0.69 0.77 0.84 0.76 0.82 0.87 0.67 0.73 0.80 0.72 0.75 0.82 
 
Three comparison groups are employed. For Group A, the control group includes all non-adopters in those sub-industries (the 4-digit SIC Codes within SIC Codes 28 and 34-37) 
that include at least one adopter. These specifications include year dummies and observations from 1991-2003. For Group B, the control group is a matched sample that includes, 
for each adopter in its adoption year, up to five non-adopters whose propensity scores that year were its “nearest neighbors” within a fixed caliper distance. The “match year” is the 
certification year of the adopter. These specifications include counter dummies (3-years-until-match-year through 4-years-after-match-year) and dummies that interact these 
counters with the match year. These models include observations within +/-4 years of the event year during 1991-2003. For Group C, the control group is a matched sample that 
includes, for each adopter in its adoption year, up to five “nearest neighbors” with the identical industry (2-digit SIC Code), size category, and pre-trend category (with no caliper 
restriction). 
 
Since most program evaluations in the literature that employ difference-in-difference estimators fail to test for and accommodate autocorrelation, I display heteroscedasticity robust 
standard errors for comparison purposes (in parentheses). However, because first-order autocorrelation is indicated in all specifications (the F-statistic for the test of the null 
hypothesis of no first-order autocorrelation is rejected at p<0.001), standard errors clustered by facility [in brackets] are employed to accommodate an arbitrary autocorrelation 
process and heteroscedasticity. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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APPENDIX  

 
 
 

Adoption Determinants 
 
 

I conducted an extensive literature review to identify potential adoption determinants that could be 

included in the model to estimate ISO 14001 propensity scores. This review drew on Bansal & Hunter 

(2003), Baron (2003), Carraro, Katsoulacos, & Xepapadeas (1996), Christmann & Taylor (2001), Delmas 

(2000; 2002), Delmas & Toffel, 2004 (2004), Florida & Davison (2001), Hamilton (1999), Helland 

(1998), Henriques & Sadorsky (1996), Khanna & Anton (2002), Khanna & Damon (1999);  King et al., 

(Forthcoming), Lawrence & Morell (1995), Majumdar & Marcus (2001),  Maxwell, Lyon, & Hackett 

(2000), Nash, Ehrenfeld, MacDonagh-Dumler, & Thorens (2000), Raines (2002), Rugman & Verbeke 

(1998), Vidovic & Khanna, (2003), and  Welch, Mazur, & Bretschneider (2000).  
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Table A-1. Results of Logit model to estimate propensity scores  

Dependent variable: Became ISO 14001 certified this year (Certification year dummy) 
 

  Logit coefficient SE       dF/dx  
Evidence of environmental management system, 1 year ago 0.38 [0.11]*** 0.0021 #
EPA 33/50 participant 0.17 [0.10]* 0.0009 #
ISO 9000 certified at least 1 year ago 0.28 [0.17] 0.0015 #
RCRA violations, average of 1 and 2 years ago -0.04 [0.04] -0.0002  
RCRA inspections, average of 1 and 2 years ago 0.08 [0.07] 0.0004  
Any enforcement actions, average of 1 and 2 years ago -0.17 [0.40] -0.0008  
Any waste transfers to POTW, 1 year ago 0.37 [0.10]*** 0.0019 #
Compliance cost per state 2.25 [0.47]*** 0.0107  
State environmental policy comprehensiveness -0.02 [0.01] -0.0001  
Percent college graduates in 2000  0.45 [0.57] 0.0021  
Per capita income in 1999 (log)  -0.20 [0.21] -0.0009  
Employment in 1997 (log) 0.34 [0.11]*** 0.0016  
Pounds emitted, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) -0.03 [0.07] -0.0001  
Health hazard, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) -0.01 [0.06] -0.0001  
Emission hazardousness per pound, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) 0.01 [0.06] 0.0000  
Dummy for missing values of emission hazardousness per pound, average of 1 & 2 years ago 2.62 [0.39]*** 0.0335 #
Production index, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) 0.04 [0.11] 0.0002  
Dummy for missing values of production index, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) 0.48 [0.11]*** 0.0027 #
Percent change in facility-wide emissions over prior 4 years -0.02 [0.56] -0.0001  
Dummy for missing values of percent change in facility-wide emissions over prior 4 years -1.40 [0.92] -0.0047 #
Percent change in facility-wide health hazard over prior 4 years 1.54 [0.60]*** 0.0073  
Dummy for missing values of percent change in facility-wide health hazard over prior 4 
years 

0.26 [0.93] 0.0013 #

Percent change in hazardousness per pound of emission over prior 4 years -0.02 [0.46] -0.0001  
Dummy for missing values of percent change in hazardousness per pound of emission over 
prior 4 years 

-0.97 [0.22]*** -0.0040 #

Year dummies Y     
EPA Region dummies Y     
SIC 2-digit dummies Y     
Observations (facility-years) 45162     
Facilities 7764     
  Adopters 618     
Pseudo R2 0.17     
Wald χ2 863.66***  
Log likelihood intercept only  -3265.91   
Log likelihood full model -2697.80  
 
This table presents the results of the logit model used to estimate propensity scores. A full set of dummies is included for years, EPA 
Regions, 2-digit SIC Codes, as well as a dummies to denote missing values of lagged emission hazardousness and each of the lagged 4-
year outcome trends. Brackets contain robust standard errors clustered by facility: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. The second column 
displays the change in the probability of adoption for an infinitesimal change (or unit change when denoted #) in each independent 
variable evaluated at the mean all variables. Sample includes facilities in sub-industries (4-digit SIC Codes) with at least one adopter and 
one non-adopter; adopters are omitted after their certification year.  
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Table A-2. Indicators of covariate and pre-trend balancing 

 (A1) (A2) (A3) (A4) (B1) (B2) (B3) (B4) (B5) (C1) (C2) (C3) (C4) (C5) 

 

Group A 
Entire sample in 1996 

Group B 
Five nearest neighbors within-year with caliper 

Group C 
Five nearest neighbors within industry-year-size 

category-pretrend category 

  

Mean, 
non-

adopters 

Mean, 
adopters 

T-test 
p value 

Std bias Mean, 
non-

adopters 

Mean, 
adopters 

T-test  
p value 

Std bias Pct bias 
reduction

Mean, non-
adopters 

Mean, 
adopters 

T-test 
p value 

Std bias Pct bias 
reduction 

Evidence of environmental management system 0.18 0.28 0.00 -17% 0.22 0.23 0.38 -3% 82% 0.22 0.25 0.29 -7% 59% 
EPA 33/50 participant  0.25 0.46 0.00 -31% 0.36 0.43 0.00 -10% 68% 0.36 0.41 0.12 -10% 68% 
ISO 9000 certified by this year  0.02 0.02 0.32 -3% 0.06 0.07 0.63 -2% 33% 0.06 0.08 0.19 -9% -200% 
RCRA violations, sum of 1 & 2 years ago 0.42 0.53 0.04 -6% 0.47 0.47 0.99 0% 100% 0.43 0.52 0.24 -8% -33% 
RCRA inspections, sum of 1 & 2 years ago 0.37 0.50 0.00 -12% 0.43 0.42 0.78 1% 108% 0.40 0.48 0.21 -8% 33% 
Enforcement actions, sum of 1 & 2 years ago 0.01 0.01 0.40 3% 0.03 0.03 0.84 1% 67% 0.03 0.02 0.59 4% -33% 
Any waste transfers to POTW 1 year ago  0.24 0.44 0.00 -30% 0.43 0.46 0.14 -5% 83% 0.40 0.49 0.01 -18% 40% 
State compliance cost  -0.07 -0.04 0.00 -17% -0.05 -0.05 0.24 -4% 76% -0.06 -0.05 0.17 -9% 47% 
State environmental policy comprehensiveness 23.19 23.00 0.48 2% 22.66 22.97 0.30 -4% 300% 22.95 22.81 0.72 2% 0% 
Percent college graduates in 2000  0.19 0.19 0.65 -1% 0.19 0.19 0.86 1% 200% 0.20 0.19 0.80 2% 300% 
Per capita income in 1999 (log)  9.82 9.84 0.31 -3% 9.83 9.84 0.63 -2% 33% 9.84 9.85 0.56 -4% -33% 
Employment in 1997 (log) 4.79 5.94 0.00 -65% 5.51 5.80 0.00 -17% 74% 5.62 5.65 0.81 -2% 97% 
Pounds emitted, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) 5.27 6.21 0.00 -15% 5.64 5.62 0.92 0% 100% 5.73 5.68 0.87 1% 107% 
Health hazard, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) 7.99 9.64 0.00 -18% 9.30 9.36 0.85 -1% 94% 9.40 9.77 0.40 -5% 72% 
Emission hazardousness per pound,  
average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) 3.10 3.74 0.00 -13% 3.90 4.01 0.53 -2% 85% 4.08 4.41 0.17 -9% 31% 

Production index, average of 1 & 2 years ago (log) 4.77 5.89 0.00 -60% 5.52 5.82 0.00 -17% 72% 5.65 5.65 0.97 0% 100% 
Percent change in facility-wide emissions over prior 4 
years -0.09 -0.08 0.94 -2% -0.06 -0.03 0.22 -4% -100% -0.059 -0.039 0.59 -3% -50% 

Percent change in facility-wide health hazard over prior 
4 years -0.09 -0.07 0.89 -5% -0.04 -0.02 0.26 -4% 20% -0.046 -0.024 0.53 -4% 20% 

Percent change in unit hazardousness over prior 4 years 0.02 -0.01 0.85 7% 0.03 0.02 0.54 3% 57% 0.034 0.031 0.92 1% 86% 
   Mean: -15%    Mean: -4% 82%    Mean: -5% 37% 
   Median: -12%    Median: -3% 76%    Median: -4% 40% 
 

This table compares the mean covariates and pre-trends between the non-adopters and adopters across three samples. The p values are from t-tests that evaluate whether the group means are equal. Standardized bias is 
calculated as the difference between group means divided by the square root of the average variance across the two groups.  
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where 1X (V1) represents the mean (variance) in the treatment group and 0X  (V0) is the analogue for the control group. The standardized difference after matching uses the same approach but employs the means 
and variances of the matched sample. The standardization allows comparisons between covariates, as well as before and after matching. 
 
Group A includes the 607 adopters and 8455 non-adopters in the sub-industries (4-digit SIC Codes) with at least one adopter and one non-adopter and that have propensity scores in 1996. The covariates and lagged 
performance values compared are those from the facilities’ 1996 values. Group B is a matched sample of those non-adopters whose propensity scores in a given year were among the 5-nearest neighbors for each 
adopter in the adoption year, excluding those nearest neighbors whose distance from the adopter exceeds a caliper limit. This sample includes 508 adopters and 1977 non-adopters, and the comparisons in this table 
are from facilities’ values in the matched (adoption) year. Group C is another 5-nearest neighbor matched sample, but potential matches were restricted to non-adopters with propensity scores in the adoption year that 
also shared the adopter’s industry (2-digit SIC code), size (employment) range category, and emissions pre-trend category, though no caliper restriction was imposed. This group includes 508 adopters and 1993 non-
adopters. For Group C, I first calculated mean covariate values for adopters and non-adopters within each of the 232 industry/match year/size category/pre-trend category combinations that contained at least one 
adopter and one non-adopter. The table displays and compares the means of these category means because the difference-in-difference specification that employs Group C compares adopters and non-adopters within 
these categories. 
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Table A-3. Comparison of pre-adoption performance trends between adopters and non-adopters  

 
 

    
Facility-wide emissions Pollution intensity – pounds Facility-wide health hazard  Pollution intensity – health hazard 

  

    
Non-

adopters
Adopters Difference p-value Non-

adopters
Adopters Difference p-value Non-

adopters
Adopters Difference p-value Non-

adopters
Adopters Difference p-value 

(1) Group A by facility Mean trend  -0.38 -0.35 -0.03 0.57 -0.04  -0.11  0.07  0.88  -0.43 -0.28  -0.16  0.01 0.02    0.03 -0.00 0.99  
    SE [0.01] [0.04] [0.04]  [0.10] [0.11] [0.44]  [0.01] [0.06] [0.06]  [0.13] [0.17] [0.59]  
    N 12379 695   7893 399   12379 695   7893 399   
(2) Group B by facility Mean trend -0.31 -0.31 0.00 0.94 -0.19 -0.04 -0.15 0.35 -0.25 -0.22 -0.03 0.70 -0.06 0.08 -0.13 0.57 
    SE [0.02] [0.04] [0.05]  [0.07] [0.08] [0.16]  [0.04] [0.07] [0.08]  [0.10] [0.12] [0.23]  
     N 1977 508   1915 357   1977 508   1915 357   
(2a)  by match year Mean trend -0.40 -0.31 -0.09 0.50 -0.45 -0.11 -0.34 0.23 -0.36 -0.21 -0.15 0.31 -0.37 0.11 -0.48 0.16 
    SE [0.10] [0.08] [0.13]  [0.25] [0.09] [0.27]  [0.12] [0.08] [0.14]  [0.29] [0.13] [0.32]  
      N 7 7   7 7   7 7   7 7   
(3) Group C by facility Mean trend -0.35 -0.31 -0.03 0.45 -0.20 -0.06 -0.14 0.34 -0.31 -0.23 -0.08 0.24 -0.06 0.05 -0.11 0.67 
    SE [0.02] [0.04] [0.04]  [0.06] [0.08] [0.15]  [0.03] [0.06] [0.07]  [0.11] [0.12] [0.26]  
     N 1932 544   1885 381   1932 544   1885 381   
(3a)  by match category Mean trend -0.30 -0.22 -0.09 0.21 -0.03 0.07 -0.10 0.54 -0.22 -0.08 -0.15 0.21 0.17 0.25 -0.08 0.74 
    SE [0.04] [0.06] [0.07]  [0.09] [0.14] [0.17]   [0.06] [0.10] [0.12]  [0.16] [0.20] [0.25]  
      N 232 232   188 188   232 232   188 188   
 
This table displays and compares the average pre-match performance trends between non-adopters and eventual-adopters across three samples. To arrive at these 
results, for each facility I ran a separate regression, where I regressed each outcome variable on a time counter variable; for pollution intensity models I also 
included the production index as a control variable. Group A includes 1991-1996 observations from all facilities that are in sub-industries (4-digit SIC Codes) 
that include at least one non-adopter and one eventual-adopter, and only facilities that have at least one pre-1996 observation and one post-1996 observation (and 
thus included in the treatment analysis). Groups B and C include observations from 1991 until 2 years prior to the match year (to avoid possible effects of 
adoption preparation confounding “pre-period” outcome trend estimates).  Group B is a matched sample of those non-adopters whose propensity scores in a given 
year were among the 5-nearest neighbors for each adopter in the adoption year, excluding those nearest neighbors whose distance from the adopter exceeds a 
caliper limit.  Group C is another 5-nearest neighbor matched sample, but potential matches were restricted to non-adopters with propensity scores in the adoption 
year that also shared the adopter’s industry (2-digit SIC code), size (employment) range category, and emissions pre-trend category, though no caliper restriction 
was imposed. The difference-in-difference specification that employs Group B compares post-period trends in a flexible manner that allows each group of 
adopters and non-adopters in each match year to have its own performance trend. Therefore, I also compare “within-match year” pre-period trends for Group B 
by first calculating mean trends for adopters and non-adopters within each match year (row 2A). The difference-in-difference specification that employs Group C 
compares post-period trends in a flexible manner that allows each of the 232 groups of adopters and non-adopters that share the same industry/match year/size 
category/pre-trend category to have its own performance trend. Therefore, I compare “within-category” trends by first calculating mean trends for adopters and 
non-adopters within each category (row 3A).  The p values are from t-tests that evaluate whether the average pre-match performance trends are equal.  
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Table A-4. Treatment analysis results: Alternative models 
 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Performance metric Absolute 

improvement, 
pounds 

Absolute 
improvement, 
health hazard 

Relative 
improvement, 

pounds 

Relative 
improvement, 
health hazard 

Robustness test for Facility-wide 
emissions 

Facility-wide health 
hazard 

Pollution intensity – 
pounds 

Pollution intensity – 
health hazard 

Post-certification 0.44 0.04 0.43 0.55 
Unadjusted SE (0.03)*** (0.02)* (0.08)*** (0.12)*** 
Cluster SE [0.03]*** [0.02]a [0.10]*** [0.14]*** 
Relative emissions, pounds 0.17  0.64  
 [0.00]***  [0.01]***  
Relative emissions, health hazard  0.12  0.66 
  [0.00]***  [0.01]*** 
Production index -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 
 [0.01] [0.01] [0.04] [0.05] 
Facility fixed effects Y Y Y Y 
Observations 45428 47399 52090 56295 
Facilities 5565 5941 7005 7602 
   Adopters 298 306 311 319 
Adjusted R-squared 0.14 0.31 0.27 0.27 
 
Standard errors clustered by facility in brackets. Unadjusted standard errors in parentheses.  
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. 
a  p=0.11 
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Table A-5. Difference-in-differences results: Early versus late adopters 

 
 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
Model: Facility-wide emissions Pollution intensity –  

pounds 
Facility-wide health 

hazard  
Pollution intensity –  

health hazard 
Dependent variable Pounds of emissions Pounds of emissions Health hazard Health hazard 
Comparison group A B C A B C A B C A B C 
Post-certification, early adopters (dummy) -0.63 -0.43 -0.45 -0.47 -0.37 -0.36 -0.36 -0.50 -0.59 -0.08 -0.32 -0.45 
Clustered SE [0.20]*** [0.26]* [0.24]* [0.20]** [0.23] [0.23] [0.30] [0.39] [0.38] [0.30] [0.37] [0.36] 
Post-certification, late adopters (dummy) -0.19 0.11 0.33 -0.19 -0.21 0.09 0.17 0.08 0.31 0.05 -0.47 -0.18 
Clustered SE [0.12] [0.17] [0.16]** [0.14] [0.17] [0.17] [0.19] [0.27] [0.27] [0.20] [0.26]* [0.28] 
Production index    Y Y Y    Y Y Y 
Facility fixed effects Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Year or counter fixed effects Year Counter Counter Year Counter Counter Year Counter Counter Year Counter Counter
Counter × match group interaction 
dummies  Y Y  Y Y  Y Y  Y Y 

N 129835 15072 14674 66588 11625 11238 130270 15083 14696 66588 11625 11238 
Facilities 12077 2016 1966 7627 1593 1537 12118 2017 1969 7627 1593 1537 
   Adopters 860 413 435 522 324 344 860 413 435 522 324 344 
Adjusted R-squared 0.69 0.77 0.84 0.76 0.82 0.87 0.67 0.73 0.80 0.72 0.75 0.82 
H0: Early adopters  = Late adopters 
    F statistic 3.45 3.02 7.12 1.35 0.34 2.46 2.27 1.49 3.67 0.12 0.10 0.33 
    p-value 0.06 0.08 0.008 0.25 0.56 0.12 0.13 0.22 0.06 0.73 0.75 0.57 

 
 
Standard errors clustered by facility in brackets: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. “Early adopters” refers to facilities that adopted by 1999; “Late adopters” refers to facilities that 
adopted after 1999. 
  
 
 




